[Numerical and Visual Evaluation of Compressed Sensing MRI Using 3D Cartesian Sampling].
We performed numerical and visual evaluation of compressed sensing MRI (CS-MRI) using 3D Cartesian sampling by numerical simulation. Three brain anatomical ROIs (white matter, gray matter, cerebrospinal fluid) of a T1-weighted image (T1WI), a T2-weighted image (T2WI) and a proton density-weighted image (PDWI) were used for numerical evaluation. Sampling ratio of the Cartesian grid was 30%. Reconstruction was performed by the projection onto convex sets (POCS) method with soft thresholding, subject to data fidelity constraints. In the absence of noise, RMSE of 3D-T1WI was 1.50, ant that of the 2D-T1WI of the transverse plane was in the range of 1.06 to 1.54; anatomical ROIs was in the range of 0.75 to 2.80; those of T2WI were 3.20, 2.77 to 3.06, and 1.81 to 4.51; those of PDWI were 1.69, 1.33 to 1.49, and 1.08 to 1.86. Visual evaluation was performed by three radiologists on the basis of three categories: artifact, anatomical structure, and tissue contrast. Average score of the visual evaluation indicated that anatomical structure and tissue contrast of CS images were equal to those of the original image, although a few artifacts were visible. If noise level was assumed to be 20 dB or less, anatomical structure and tissue contrast were not significantly degraded compared to noise-free CS images.